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STRUCTURAL TESTS OF HOT-1ffiTAL LADLES
by
Knud-Endre Kntldsen~~
William H. Munse**
Bruce G. Johnston'***
S Y N 0 PSI S
The results of a study of the ~tructural behavior
and· design of hot-metal ladles are offered in this paper.
Three 1/5 scale steel model ladles were tested for strains
'and deflections under static loads, disregarding the tem-
perature effects 9f the molten metal. The models were: a
round riveted ladle, an oval welded ladle, and a round
welded"ladle, all based on a prototype of 150 ton net
capacity.
The test results are given in the form of de~
flection diagrams, stress diagrams, and tables. The
principal stresses as well as horizontal and vertical stress
'compon~nts, as presented, have been evaluated from the
measured strains.
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I N T ROD U G T ION
The designation "Hot-Metal Ladle lf , when used in
this report, will mean a vessel, lined with refractory
material, used for conveying molten metal from the furnace
to the ingot mold. Gar ladles and foundry ladles are not
considered.
During the extensive growth of the steel
industry there has been a consistent trend to increase
the capacity of hot metal ladles. Larger furnaces and
the convenience of pouring the whole furnace charge into
one ladle have combined to make this increase of ladle
capacity necessary. At the same time the allowable load
on existing ladle cranes and supporting structures is
limited, thereby rendering any decrease in dead weight
of ladle directly applicable to increased capacity for
molten metal. Dependability and safety require careful
consideration of ladle design because of this tendency
to reduce the dead weight.
The introduction of the welded type ladle*,
in 1932, increased the possibilities for decrease in dead
weight. In 1938, 206 welded ladles were in use in the
U. S . A. VIhile the olde r rivet ed type s, wi thout spout s,
lining and stopper rings, weigh 21 to 27% of the rated
capacity, the sa~e percentage for similar welded types
is only 16 to 17%. Another expedient to increase
capacity is to use an oval shaped ladle, without inter-
ference with height clearances and hook distances
originally allowed for the round riveted ladles.
ThUS, larger ladles are bUilt, new shapes intro-
duced, and the ratio of dead weight to ladle capacity is
forced down. This development is continuing, giving
significance to the application of more rational and
accurate design procedures for hot-metal ladles. Little
design information is available in the technical litera-
ture. The design procedures used by the different ladle
manufacturers apparently have given completely satisfactory
ladles. However, these procedures are in general based on
assumptions which are not verified by tests.
---------~-------~------------------------------------------
* F. L. Lindemuth: "History &: Use of Welded Ladles" A.I.11.M.E.,
Iron & Steel Div., Open Hearth Gomm., Open Hearth Proc. 1938,
p. 27-32.
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A program of experimental and theoretical stress
analyses and tests of hot4netal ladles was therefore adopted
by the Association of Iron and Steel Engineers as a part
of the Standardization Committee's postwar pro6ram. In
April 1946, the Fritz Engineering Laboratory of Lehigh
University undertook the task of investisatin6 the
structural behavior of such ladles, initial work starting
on June 15, 1946.
The general program was determined at a committee
meeting in JUly 1946. It was decided to test 3 models
based on a prototype of 150 ton net capacity. Both
riveted and welded construction were considered, and a
model of an oval ladle was included. Additional vari-
ables were~ number and size of stiffener rings, size of
trunnions, angle of tilt, amount of load, and distance
between the points of support on the trunnion pins. The
test program is described in detail under a separate para-
graph. .
The important problems involving stresses due to
temperature differentials caused by the molten metal are
not considered in this investigation.
The interest and advice given by Mn Ingvald
Madsen, Research Engineer of AISE; Mr. F. E. Kling,
Chai~lan of the Ladle DesiLn Committee, together with other
members of the committee, were essential factors in the
plannin& and execution of the program. The valuable help
of t'lr. Paul Kaar, Engineer of Tests; and }1r • Kenneth Harpel,·
For6lUan,is acknowledged.
LADLE MODELS
The Ladle Model Design.
The Ladle types chosen for this investigation
represent three general types in use in the mills. A
summary and comparison of the design of the three models
is offered in Table 1. They also reflect different
developments in ladle design. Ladle "All is a round riveted
ladle; Ladle "B rr is an oval welded ladle, providing increased
capacity to meet a fixed distance between lifting hooks;
and Ladle "C I ' is a round welded type with a dished bottom.
All three specimens are based on prototypes of
150 ton net capacity. A survey of actual ladle designs
is given in Table 2 for reference. A linear size reduction
of 5 to 1 was determined to be most suitable for the models,
resul ting .in both heibht and top diameter of appro~i'rrl.ately
30 inches. The side slope was one inch per foot in each
model.
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The dimensions and material thicknesses are re-
duced from those of actual ladles approximately in the 5
to 1 ratio, although material availability was to some
extent a determining factor. The stresses in the models
were checked by methods usual in practice.
Some simplifications were made in the model design,
as compared with actual ladles. The slag spout and the
pouring device were eliminated. Special joints for facilitat-
ing the transport of the ladles were not considered~ The add-
itional trunnion pins sometimes used when the ladle is
placed ~n stands for transport on ladle trucks or for
lining repair .. were di sregarded. It is believed that
the elimination of the slag spout at the lip of the ladle
. is the only significant deviation of those here mentioned.
The test results indicate that the effect of the lip ring
on the structural behavior of the ladle is greater than
emphas~ed in present design procedures. The serious discon-
tinuity introduced in this ring by the slag spouts seems
therefore to deserve special consideration. Tests with
such spounts added on the models were proposed at one step
in the development of the test program but were not adopted.
Ladle "k' is given in the drawing, Fig. 1. Photo-
graphs of this ladle and its important parts are shown in
Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5, Attention is called to the 1/16" a.d-
ditional plate on the bottom, similar plates on actual ladles
being provided to protect against heat radiatioh during the
pouring operation. Ladle "A" was tested with two different
size trunnions, also with or without a stiffener band combined
with the small pair of trunnions. (Fig 5.) The spacing
band is b@lted to the trunnions but is not connected with
the shell. It is intended to carry the bending and torsional
moments introduced by the trunnions, leaving the shell more
or less with the hydrostatic loading only.
Ladle IIB " is detailed in Fig. 6, and photographs
of important features are shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9.
The oval shape of this ladle is obtained by insertinb a
straight middle section of six inches width in the sides.
The curved parts of the cross section consist of two semi-
circles. This shape is often inaccurately referred to
as "elliptical" but is designated heroin as lI ovallf. Ladle
"B " has a flat bottom with a reinforcing pla te as in the case
of Ladle "A". The lower stiffener ring is wider than the
top ring; giving a vertical face to the trunnion assembly
without major change in ring sections. The lip ring is
stiffened by means of a series of small triangUlar plates
welded between it and the shell. The trunnion pins on
all ladles were made long enough to permit study of the ,
effect of hook spreading, as required by the test program.
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Ladle "C", finally, is detailed in Fig. 10, and
~pecial features are pictured in FibS. 11, 12, and 13.
The bottom is dished and has no reinforcing plate, but is
thicker than in the other two ladles. The reinforcing rings
are of equ~l size and comparatively small; but there is a
heavier middle section of the shell between the rings.
The trunnions are built up of plates with no ribs of the
type used on ladles I'A" and liB".
The Model Material
Carbon structural steel is suitable for use
in hot metal ladles; hence, Light Gage Structural Quality
Flat Hot-Rolled Carbon Steel conforming to ASTM Specification
A245-44T, grade C, was specified for the thin plates.
Other parts were to meet A.S.T.M. Specifications A-7 for
structural steel. A series of tensile test coupons were
taken in the shop and the results of the tests are given
in Fig. 14 ana in Table 3. In the stress computations,
a modulus of elasticity of 29,500,000 Ibs. per sq. in. was
used.
The Ladle Mode1 Fabrication
A tolerance of t 1/32 inch was initially specified
for the manufacturing of the models. The shop could not,
however, guarantee to hold the dimensions within this range
without additional expense. The requirement was therefore
changed to lias close aspossible ll • r~easured dimensions
indicate-that the actual accuracy lies within 1/8 11 •
The models were stre ss -relieved after the fabrication-:
Fig. 15 shows the stress-relievins temperature record.
Before testing, the ladles were lined with fire-
clay. It '/Vas decided to use j'half il lining, simulating the
condition for a worn-down fire-brick lining in the actual
ladles. The thickness of the fire-clay was therefore made
approximately 3/4 11 on the sides and 1" on the bottom. The
lining was applied wet with-ample time allowed for its
hardening. While the clay was still plastic, it was cut
through with a knife in a pattern, which, after the
hardening and shrinkage of the clay had taken place, divided
the lining into simulated bricks.
TEST PROCEDURE
Loading Agent
The actual ladles are loaded with molten metal
weighing approximately 430 lbs. per cu. ft. Sinc~, for the
purpose of experimental stress analysis, it is undesirable
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to load the models in the laboratory with hot liquid metal,
some sUbstitute had to be found,. Jhllount of load was one of
the test variables. This could be obtained in two ways:
1. By completely filling the ladles with several
liquids of different specific gravities or
2. By using different amounts of one particular
liquid, which is the average weight of molten
steel. In this case the change in load would
al ter the stre s s di s tribution"
As the first of these solutions seemed most satis-
fRctory from a theoretical point of view) the use of several
liquids with different specific gravities was proposed~
w~ter, carbon tetrachloride, sodium silicate, mercury, e.tc.
Also, granular materials were considered, among which were
sand, iron shot and lead shot.
Serious inconveniences result in the case of some of
these loading agents. The granular materials will not give a
true substitution of a fluid. Some of the liquids mentioned
are difficult t'o handle, others are expensive.
The selection finally narrowed to the use of water
and mercury. If a partial load of mercury., weighing the same
as a full load of water, would give very nearly the same
stresses and deflections as the water, then a series of tests
wi th vari ous percentagEis of mercury load could be made.
The tests did not show this to be the case. A comparison
of bottom deflection on one of the models for equal weights
of water and of mercury is shown on the diagrams, Fig 16.
The diagrams A, B, C, and D give the deflections on a vertical
section through the center of the bottom and 12 1/2°, 30°, 60°,
and 90° apart from the vertical section through the trunnion
pin centers, respectively. The difference in deflections under
the two types of loading is due to the difference in the
relation between the outward pressure on the side wall as
compared with the downward pressure on the bottom of the
ladle. A comparison of stresses for the same two loadings
is obtainable from columns band c on the stress table for
Ladle B, Table 6. However, the small mabnitude of the stresses
and corresponding large possible errors at such low stress
levels obscure,~ any relation that may exist.
In spite of the divergence between partial and full
loading, and in view of the very small stresses to be
expected from fUll water load, mercury was chosen as loading
agent for all tests. Since some parts of the ladle might
reach their maximum stress at less than full iload of liquid
mercury, steps of approximately 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of
the weight of fUll load were applied, II full load" referring
to an amount of mercury reaching 3 f1 below the lip of the ladle.
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General Test Arrangement
The general test arrangement 1s shewn in Figs.
17 and 18, A supporting frame is erected to carry the
sp3cimen during test operation. The usual hooks have been
replaced by eye-bars, ~ig 19. These fur-ction in the same
manner as the hooks and were easier to fabricate. The eye-
bars are movable along the top beam of the frame, providing
a means of varying the hook distance.
The frame also supportc a wooden plug covared by a
tight fitting rubber casing to prevent leakaBe of mercury~
Fib 18. The plug fits iLto its corresponding ladle model and
is shaped so as to leave ap.J:-iroxlm8.tely 1/2 '1 free sp8.ce all
8?ound. Fig 17. The plug will then dicplace 93~ of th~
morcury volume otherwise required fc~ ~ull tlercury load, yet
provide a fUlly equivalent full load condition at a cOllsiderabll
8[\ying of investment in mercury. Intermediate loads are obtrdn:]j
by lowering the ladle by means of the nuts on top of the
eye-bars, or by ttsing a fraction of the mercury volume
required for fUll load. The upward flotation force imposed
upon the wooden plug is resisted by the top beam of the test
fl"ame.
The volume of the 18 dle models at all levels were
calibrated with water before testing. After mUltiplying
these volumes by the specific gravity of mercury, a graph
was plotted of the load as a function of distance between
the mercury level and the lip of the ladle. This distance
was measured by means of a simple e~ectric depth gage as
indicated on the drawing, Fig. 17.
Tests in the tilted position are included in the
program. To this end, the support of the wooden plug, was
arranged as shown in Pig. 20. A series of bolts designed
for the full force of flotation w"aa placed along the arc of
a circle With the radius point on the center line through
the trunnion pins. The ladle models were tilted in a manner
similar to that normally used in the mills.
StDain Measurements
The strains were obtained by means of SR-4 bonded
electric strain gages of the types shown in Fig. 21. The
gage locations and the types used are shown in Figs. 22, 23,
and 24 for the three ladle models. All of the models are
symmetrical about two mutually perpendicular vertical planes.
For tests in the normal (not tilted) position, the load is
also symmetrical about the same two planes. All four
quadrants were assumed to behave identically, and the measure-
ments were taken in only one quadrant". For testing in the
tilted position, the loading is symmetrical about one plane
only, and measurements in two quadrants are required. To
avoid the mounting of gages on more than one quadrant, the
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stress distribution over one half of the ladle was obtained
by tilting the ladle alternately in each of the two possible
directions.
On the shell, three way ros et -(;'3 ge.ge s of type AR-1
or AR·-4 were used, The data obtained from these gages allow
the evaluation of the principal stresses and their directions.
On the planes of symmetry the directioI"'...$ of the principal
stresses are known to be horizontal and vertice.l. Type AX-5
two way gages we~e thorefore usea at such location, On the
thin rings, the stress is essentially uni·-directional and type
.h~l or the n8rrower A~12 gage Wil-H\ 7;herefore used, depend,ing
on tho space available. The choice nf gage types is shown
on Flgfo22) 23, and 24~
Strain gages were mounted at identical locations on
tL~' outside and the inside of the ladle. The average direct
str8sS (membrane stress) and the bending moment at a gage
Icc8tion can then be evaluated from the skin stresses obtair-e~
fr~n the outside and inside gages.
The strain readings we~e measured by means of a
Raldwin-Southwark Type K Indicator Box. Fig. 25. The change
in electric resistance of the gages during a change of load
is converto'c1 to micro-inches (millionths of an inch) pOI' inch
strain on the scale of the indicator box. Temperature
compensating gages were used. It was assumed that the temper-
ature inside and outside the shell was the same. The gage
readings before and after loading were taken within as short
a time interval as practicable in order to reduce the effect
of temperature gradients through the shell to the inside
gages. The temperature of tho loading agent was checked for
each separate test to disclose the existence of such gradients.
A brief stUdy of the temperature effeQt and the reading
depondability of the operator indicated an accuracy of ~ 5
nlicro-inches with corresponding maximum expected errors
in evaluated stress of approximately t 150 Ibs. per sq. in.
A system of switch boxes manufactured at the lab-
oratory (Fig. 25.) provided rapid anq dependable selection
of measuring gaGos and the corresponding compensating gages.
The leads from the inside gabes wore carried through small
drilled holes in the ladle shell to the outside, as may be
seen in Fig. 26. The inside strain gages were protected
against attack from moisture in the clay lining and from
possible leakage of mercury or water used for loading or
calibration by means of 'a cover of wax. A detail of a
cross section through the ladle and the wooden plug is shown
in Fig. 27.
Mohr's Circle as' well as numerical methods was"
used in the calculation of stresses on basis of the measured
strainS. The horizontal and vertical stress components, the
principa~ stresses, and their directions were computed. The
test reSUlts are presented and discussed under a separate
paragraph.
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Deflection Measurements.
The deflection measurements were obtained by means
of a series of l!lOOOinch dial gages. As in the case of
strain measurements the symmetry of the ladles permitted
the measurements tQ be' taken in one quadrant only. Figures
22, 23, and 24 show the general location of the points where
the deflections were measured. The points fallon four
vertical lines, namely 12 1/2°, 30°, 60°, and 90° from the
vertical section through the trunnions. The test set-up
did not allow deflection measurements at 0° due to interference
with the trunnion pins. On the four vertical lines mentioned,
the deflections were measured on a series of points along the
side and bottom, including points on the lip ring and the
two stiffener rings.
The set-up for a deflection test is shown on Fig.
28. The dials are supported by means of a comparatively
rigid plywood bracket,which rests on radially orientated
knife-edbes fitting in slots on the lip of the ladle. These
slots are carefully made to-coincide with the direction of
diameters of the ladle cros s s action. 'rhe bracket is further
secured against any horizontal motion at the center point of
the ladle bottom, in a way allowing free vertical movement
and the measurement of tho vertical deflection at that point.
The basic readings were then taken on the dials shown in Pig.
28, while the readin~s obtained from a few control dials
on the opposite leg of the bracket unveiled possible shift-
ing-over of the bracket in its own plane.
The lip of the ladle deflects horizontally during
loading. The bracket, resting on the, lip, will tend to deform
in the direction of this deflection dUG to friction between
the knife-edges and the greased slots in the ladle lip ring.
This effect was minimized, however, by means of an aluminum
ring connecting the two legs of the bracket. On this ring
were mounted two SR-4 strain gages at points 90° apart.
Any change in the distance between the two top po~nts of the
bracket changed the shape of the ring, thus introducing
measurablo strains at tho gage-points, which pel~it corrections
to be applied to the readings for chango in shape of the
. plywood bracket.
The temperiture was checked during all deflection tests,
and corrections were applied to the readings for over-all
expansion or contraction of tho ladle.
Fig. 20 also shows the details of tho fixtures. for
the dials:_ and tho location of the points where readings were
taken. The test procedure was as follows: The bracket
was placed rosting in the slots on the particular vertical
line in question,and the bottom center point was secured. The
dial points were brought to contact with the ladle l allowing
sufficient travel of the dial points in both directions. The
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dial .,scab3 s '\R1ere turned to zero, the r·e adings on the two
S'R-4 gages on the rine, taken, and load applied. The readings
were taken on the two SR-4 gages, on the deflection dials on
the side and bottom, and on the control dials on the opposite
side. The measurement was then completed, and the bracket
could be moved to the next vertical l:i.ne for repeating of
the proce ss •
Three corrections were applied to the deflection
readinGs. The first compensates for the shifting of the
bracket in its own plane during loading, as mentioned above.
The readings on the contro~ dldls wer~made equal to the
readings on the corresponding dials on the measuring side
by re-adjusting the bracket, thus sharing the total horizontal
changes of the top and bottom ladle diameters equally between
the two sides.
The second correction eliminates errors due
to change in shape of the plywood bracket and applie1:l to
the side deflection only. The readings from the two SR-4
gages on the al~in~ ring attached to the top of the
bracket yield.: , as mentioned, a means of evaluating the
change in distance between the two top points of the bracket.
As this change was usually only a few thousand~ of one inch,
the correction was linearly reduced from the value at the lip
ring to zero at the bottom of the bracket, thus neglecting
bending curvature of the vertical members of the bracket.
The third correction to the defle.ction readings
applies to the bottom plate only. From the deflection
diagrams it is seen that··the side deflection 1s essentially
a rotation around the joint of the ladle side and bottom.
Due to the 1~12 slope of the side, a horizontal lip qeflection
will be accompanied with a vertical component equal to one
twe~hof the horizontal deflection. The plywood bracket,
restins on the lip ring, follows this vertical movement,
which c~uses an error in the bottom deflection readings.
The latter are therefore all cO'rr-ected wi th 1/12 of the:
horizontal lip deflection, the sign of the correction depend-
ing on the direction of the lip deflection.
The lip ring also shows an additional deflection
as may be expected by regarding the ladle as a simple beam
betwe.en the trunnion supports. This deflecti on will
show up as a difference in recorded deflection of the
bottom center point when recorded with the bracket resting
on different pO'lnts on the lip ring. Generally, no corrections
are applied to the deflection data for this effect, Which
in most of the tests was small. Correction is applied,
however, to the deflection diagram F'ig. 16, by using
the average of the four recorded bottom center deflections.
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The deflection test data are given in diagrams
later in this report.
Whitewash.
One quadrant of the ladle was painted with
slaked lime Whitewash before testing, as shown on Fig. 29,
to give a warning as to appreciable yielding of any part
of the ladle during loading. No such yielding was
observed •.
T EST PRO G RAM
The types of measurements called for in the program
are already described in detail under "Test Procedure".
The variations in the ladle structure are discussed
under "Ladle Models" and summarized in Table 1. These are
again listed below with a supplemontary discussion where
necessary.
1. Type of construction: rivet~d or welded.
2. Ladle shape: round or oval.
3. Bottom shape: flat or dished.
4. Stiffener band effect.
(On Ladle "A". Tests, entry Nos. 1 and 2 in Table 4)
.5. rrrunnion assemblv s iZG.
(Ladle "A"~ Entry Nos. 2 and 6 in Table 4)
6. Number of stiffener rings.
(On Ladle "e". Entry Nos. 24, 29, El.nd 30 in TobIe 4)
The l~dle'was first tested with both ~tiffener
rings, The lower stiffener ring was then ground
off and a new strain test was performed.
Finally a test under the samo conditions was
carried out with both stiffener rings removed.
The further vEl.riables, together with the last
three tests mentioned above, are given in Table 4, a survoy
of the test program as it was carried out. The table yields
info~nation on the type of measurement tuken in each test
for oach ludle. The further yariables listed in this table Qre~
7. Load distribution
The effect of different dlstributionsof louds
haVing the same total woight has been dis-
cussed in connection with choice of loading
agent. A comparison of the results of the
tests under entry numbers 9 & 10 in the table
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will yield information on this effect for
tho Ladle "B". Entry numbers 19 & 28 are
similar tests for Ladle "ell.
8. Amount of Load
The effect of this variable is investigated
in the following test series~ listed in Table 4:
Ladle II A" • Entry Nos. 3, 4, 5. and 6..
Ladle "B" Entry Nos. 11, 12, 13, and 14.
Ladle "e" Entry Nos. 20, and 21.
9. Hook Distance
By i'hook .distance" is meant the horizontal
di stance "from the inside of the shell at the
trunnion pin center-lino to the center of the
supporting hook. The effect of variation of
this distance is studied through the follow-
ing te sts, listed in Table 4:
Lndle il A" : Entry Nos. 6,
Ladle "B II ~ Entry Nos. 13,
Ladle "e il : Entry Nos. 21,
24
and 7.
15, 16, and 17.
22, and 23 for strain,
and 25 for deflections.
One test was made with the ladle 'supported in the
stands, as shown in Fig. 7. This condition is ossentially
eqUivalent to a smaller hook distance than can be obtained
by support in the hooks. The test is listed as entry No. 18
in the table. Only 91% of full load could be applied, and
the test is not directly comparable to any other.
10. Tilt Angle
Ladle "ell was tested in tilted positions, 60
and 200 from the normal position. (Entry Nos.
26 & 27.) Tho, percentages of fUll normal
position lead in these two cases were 98%
and 82% respectively, corresponding in
each case to a 3 11 di stcmcc between the mercury
surface and the lowest point on the lip ring.
As previously discussed, two alternately
directed tilt tests were necessary for .each
tilt angle to obtain the complete strain
distribution by means of gages on only one
quadrant.
11. Lining
The: program included an investigation of the
effect of lining on tho stress distribution,
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to which end the tests entry Nos. 8 and 10
were performed. No appreciable effect was
found, and the lining m1ggt':have,"',been:ellrilinated
, in later tests. However, to avoid alteration
'in wooden plugs or purchase of extra mercury
it was desirable to use a lining in all tests.
The fire-clay also formed a smooth support
for the outer rubber casing, thus decreasing
the danger of puncture under the high mercury
pressure.
Attention is again called to the most significant
limitation in the scope of this investigation, namely, the
disregard of temperature gradients reSUlting from prQ~»nity
to molten metal during operation. The applicability of any
results of this investigation shOUld be jUdged with this,
limitation in mind.
The ladles were tested in the order B, C, and A.
For each ladle, the tests were arranged in the order which
shOUld be expected to give increasing stresses. Possible
yielding of-any parts of the ladle would then affect the
other tests as little as possible.
PRE SEN TAT ION 0 F' THE T K S T RES U L T S
The test data obtained in this inve stigation are
given in Tables 5 to 7 and deflection and stress diagrams,
in Figs. 30 ·to 55.
Table 4 offers a survey of all tests, listing the
variables and the measurements taken in each case. References
are given in Table 4 to the columns in Tables 5 to,7, listing
the experimental stresses obtained in each test., The last
three columns in Table 4 also give the figure numbers re-
ferring to diagrams plotted from the deflection and strain
test resUlts.
Deflection Diagrams.
The deflection data are presented graphically in
Figs. 30 to 38. A table giving the variables for each of
these diagrams is placed in front of Fig. 30.
The deflection data are generally plotted on both
horizontal and vertical cross sections. The horizontal
sections, as per example shown on Fig. 30, are taken at the
lip ring, the top stiffener and at the lower stiffener. Only
one half of each cross section is shown. The data, obtained
in one quadrant only as described earlier, are plotted for
both quadrants as shown, to give a better picture of the
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behavior of the ladles. Fig 31 is one of the deflection
diagrams showing the deformation of vertical sections. These
sections correspond to the four positions of the plywood
deflection bracket, as described under IIDeflection Measure-
ments ll on p. 9.
The scale used J.n plotting the deflections varies
from one diagram to the other, and the diagrams are therefore
not directly comparable.
stress Tables
The key to the designation system for the strain
gage locations used in the stress tables is given in Figs.
22, 23 and 24 for Ladles "All, "B" and lie" respectively. Thus
the designation e4 indicates that the gage is located on the
intersection of the vertical line e with the horizontal level
The strain gages mounted on the trunnion assemblies
of Ladles IIB II and "e" are designated by double letters or
double numbers. On Table 7B, the location "A-B 3-4", as an
example, refers to the gage shown on Fig. 24 between theA
and B lines at a level between 3 and 4.
The stress tables (Tables 5, 6 and 7) generally
give the horizontal and vertical stress components (6x and 6y)'
the principal stresses (61 and 62 ) and their direction (0~).61 is always taken as the algebraic larger of the two principal
stresses. The angle (x is measured clockwise from the x-axis
to th~ direction of 01. A nega.tive ~ therefore means that
the direction of 61.is obtained by a counter-clockwise ro-
tation from the x-axis. 62, of course, is directed normal to
the 61 direction. In determining ~ , both the inner and outer
surfaces are seen from the outside of the ladle. The inner
surface is thus. imagined as seen through the ladle wall. In
cases when the horizontal and vertical stress components were
found to be equal, the indeterminacy of the principal directions
is indicated in the tables with the letter ~ in place of a
numeri cal val ue .
On axes of symmetry the principal directions are
known to coincide with the x and y directions. For gages on
these axes, 6x and 6 are therefore identical with the
principal stresses, lhe algebraic larger being 61 and the other
being 62.
On the narrow rings, the vertical stress component
6y is assumed to 'be zero. Then the horizontal stress component6x is identical with on8 of the principal stresses, the otherbeing zero.
.'
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- Tensile stress is taken as positfve, negative stress
values indicating compression.. The letters 11 0 " and "i" on
top of the stress columns refer to outside and inside· ladle
wall surfaces, respectively.
For some tests, stress values on the lip ring larger
than the yield point of the material will 'be found in the
tables. In these cases, the actual stress is equal to the
yield point of the steel, and may be found from Table 3,
CONTROL COUPON SU1vfMARY. The value in the stress tables is
evaluated from the measured strain by mUltiplying this with
Young's ModUlus, 29,500 ksi. The fictitious stress (E ~ )
thus obtained merely indicates the amount of yielding which
has taken place in each test.
stress Diagrams
While all deflection data are presented in form of
diagrams, the same would hardly be practicable for the stress
data. The number of stress diagrams is therefore limited to
give the outsid~ and inside horizontal stresses at the levels
of the lip ring, top stiffener and lower stiffener for
representative tests.
A survey of the stress diagrams, Figs. 40 to 55, is
given on the page in front of Fig. 40.
As for the deflection diagrams, only one half of
each cross section is shown. The stress diagrams are drawn
in full lines in the quad~ant on which the measurements are
taken, and repeated in dotted lines on the other quadrant
shown. On Figs. 53 and 54, shOWing the stresses on the ladle
in tilted position, the whole cross section has to be shown,
due to dissymmetry of the stress distribution.
Fig. 48 shows the vertical stress component, plotted
on vertical cross sections ·through the ladle. Fig. 55 gives
the average of the outside and inside horizontal surface
stresses, plotted on a perspective view of a vertical section
through the ladle.
The stress scale used varies from one diagram
to the other, Which shOUld be taken into account if the
results are mutually compared.
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DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
General Deformation Behavior.
The deflection diagrams, Figs. 30 to 38, throw
'light upon the structural behavior of the ladles under
various conditions of loading.
The deflection tests as a whole show an appreciable
divergence from the deformation which might be anticipated
from at least some of the present design assumptions. The
most im~ortant difference is probably the overall inward
rotation of the ladle side at the trunnions and overall out-
ward rotation midway between the trunnions. This difference
is demonstrated in Fig. 39, showing an exaggerated picture
of both the anticipated and actual types of deflection. The
irregularity superposed on the straight-line side rotation
is due to the trunnion bending moment. This effect is actual-
ly smaller than m own in I''ig. 39, and decreases rapidly
with increasing distance from the trunnions. ThUS, on Ladle
"All in Pig. 31, the "trunnion effect il is easily distinguished
at the A-line near the trunnions, and shows up also 30° from
the trunnions at the B-line. Lines C and D, however, show
no such effect.
A similar picture is obtained in Fig. 33, where
the trunnion effect on the deflection is especially pro-
nounced on the curve representing the maximum hook distance~
which is the case of maximum trunnion bending moment.
Two similar diagr8.l11S for Ladle II BI!, F~gs. 34
and 36, do not show such a regular behavior. The deflectio"ns
on these diagrams are plotted to a much larger scale. Line
A in Fig. 36 shows larger deviation from a simple rotation
than do the other three lines in that figure, which is
probably due to the trunnion effect. The deflection curves
on this diagram are based, however, on only four measured
deflections.
Ladle tiC", with a heavy plate on the middle section,
would be expected to resist local bending effectively. In
Fib. 38, the trunnion effect is'not distinguishable. The
side deflections of this ladle follow curves rather than
straight lines as in the case of Ladle IlAI~ but the gene.ral.- .
behavior is the same as for Ladle "All and "BIl:The side
moves inward over its whole height at the trunnions and
moves outward in the same manner midway between the trunnions.
On this deflection is superposed the more or less pronounced
local deflection due to the trunnion bending moment.
The point of zero horizontal side deflection,
between the region of inward deflection and the region of
outward deflection, are generally located between 40° and 50°
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from the trunnions at all levels. This statement is verified
for Ladle IIA II by Figs. 30 and 32 and for Eadles i1BII and lie"
by Figs. 35 and 37 respectively. Thus, along the sides, 40°
to 50° from the trunnion~ are vertical lines that do not
deflect horizontally.
A horizontal cross section through the ladle,
originally circular, deform under load into an oval shape
as sh own in Figs. 30 and 32 for Ladle II AII 0 The same behavi or
is found for Ladle II Btl in Pig. 35 and for Ladle ., e" in E'ig.
37. The amount of decrease in diameter at the trunnions is
of the same order a.s .. the increase in diameter midway be tween
the trunnions. In accordance with the way the sides deform,
as discussed above, the deflections are largest at the lip
ring and smallest at the lower stiffener.
As an average under equivalent conditions, the
magnitude of the horizontal deflections of the side is about
three times as large for the riveted Ladle IIAu as for
either of the welded Ladles liB" oroe".
The flat bottom of Ladle iIA", Figs. 31 and 33,
deflects into the shape expected for a uniformly loaded
circular plate with partially tixed edge. The benavior of
the fla t oval bottom of Ladle "B", Fig. 34, is similar to
that of Ladle 11 Afl. Laol e lie" has a dished bot tom, and the
deflection picture, Fig. 38, is quite different. The
maximQlTI deflection does not occur at the centre of the bottom,
but along a circle about one third of the way in from the
center. This bottom resists the load mainly by means of
membrane stresses in the plane of the bottom plate. The
deflection is only about one sixth or one seventh of that
which the flat bottoms of Ladles irA" and "B II develop under
similar loads.
Factors Affecting the Deflections.
Effect of Stiffener Band.
Fig. 30 and 31 show the influence of the stiffener
band (see Fig. 5) on the deformation of Ladle "A" under load.
qhile the effect in the trunnion region is small, the stiffener
band decreases the deflection appreciably at the lines 60°
and 90° from the trunnions. The effect of the stiffener band
on the bottom deflection is small (Fig. 31).
Effect of Trunnion Width.
By c~nparing Figs. 30 and 31 With Figs. 32 and 33,
the effect of the width of the trunnion assembly may be
found. The 16 11 wide trunnion assemblies give side deflec-
tions ap~:?roximately 75% of those obtained wi th the Btl assem:-
blies. The reduction in bottom deflection is smaller.
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Effect of Variable Load and Hook Distance.
Figs. 32 and 33 offer a comparison for Ladle IIAil
between deflections under half load and full load,. and also
between 2.50 11 and 7.50" hook distance for fUll load. Both
an increase of load and of hook distance will increase the
horizontal deflections of the side", The bottom deflection
also increases with the loading, but shows little resp,onse
to an incr'ense .. of .. the hook~d~?tnnce".(.Fig.-33)-~' VI/hila the
side deflections roughly double with doubling of the load,
the bottom deflections increase less rapidly. This rna y be
expected, as membrane stresses develop rapidly in the bottom
when the deflections become larger than the plate thickneBs.
Closer proportionality between load and deflection shou~d
therefore be expe cted for the di shed bottom on Ladle "C',
where bending is a minor effect. Fig. 38 bears out this
assumption.
The effect of load increase on the deformation of
the bottom of Ladle ilB" is given in Fig. 34. The relation
between load and deflection follows the same nattern as for
Ladle "All. Some information as to the side behavior under
load increase may be o~)ta ined by comparing Pig. 34 (62,50 Ibs ~
load) and Fig. 36 (4970 Ibs. load). The trend seoms to be
the same as discussed for Ladle lI}\il.
Figs. 35 and 36 present the relation between side
deflection and hook distanco for Ladle I'B II • Corresponding
measurements for the bottom of this ladle were not taken,
but it is roasonable to assw~e no effect on the bottom, as
shown in F~gs. 33 and 38 for the other two ladles.
Finally, Figs. 37 and 38 give the deflections of
Ladle HC II under variable load and hook distance. As already
mentioned, the dished bottom deflects differently from the
flat. one, the only resemblance being the insensibility to
variation in hook distance. The side deflections increase
with both load and hook distance. For this ladle, the de-
flections are very nearly proportional to the ~lount of load.
General Stress Distribution.
Tables5 to 7 and Figs. 40 to 55 give the stresses
calculated from experimentally determined strains. To obtain
a picture of the general distribution of stress in the ladlos
under load, first the horizontal and vertical stress components
are conside~8d separately.
Figures 40 and 41 may be taken as examples of the
distribtuion of·horizontal stress along the outside and in-
side surfaces of the ladles at the levels of tho three rings
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or stiffeners. The distribution is consistent with the
previously discussed results of the deflection tests. In
the trunnion region of each of the rings or stiffeners there
is a compressive stress on the outside surface and a tensile
stress on the inside surface. This indicates that there
are moments act~ng in these regions, tending to decrease
the curvature of the rings. In the region halfway between
the trunnions the stresses are rGversed, indicating a ten-
dency towards increasing curvature of the rings.
This genernl stress distribtuion is the samo on
all three levels shown in Figs. 40 and 41. The stresses are
largest on the lip ring and smallest on the lower stiffener,
as shOUld be expected from the deflection diagrams. Also
the irregUlarity of the deflection curves caused by the
tl'unnion 'a'ending moment has its parallel in the stress dia-
grams, as may be seen in Fig. 40, the diagrams for the top
and lower stiffener.
The highest stress vnlues aro measured on the lip
ring above the trunnion. Yielding occurred at this point in
some tests, as indicated in the stress diagrams. In the
stress tables, as explained earlier, the product of the
measured strain and tho modUlus of elasticity is given .for
theso cases.
The vertical stress components given in the stress
tables are generally not plotted. Fi~. 48, however, shows
a plot of those stresses for Ladle lIB'. The strosses in
general are small, but rise to a considerable amount nround
the side-bottom joint. These high stresses aro similar to
the discontinuity stresses produced near the heads of pressure
vessels. Yielding has probably taken placn at this location,
at least on Lndles i'A I1 and 'I B" With flnt 'bottoms.
The vertical stress components nro nlso high near
the trunnions. The highest value is measurod near the bottom
directly below the trunnions.
Fig~ 48 presents a typical distribution of the
vertical stress components. The stresses obtained at the
lowest gage line (Line 8) of Ladle HAil, are considerably lower
than those shown for Ladle '''n''. Because of rivet heads
near the bottom joint on Ladle· lI.A II , the strain gages were
mounted two inches farther from the knuckle than on Ladles
"B d and oIC". The high discontinuity stresses occur only
in a nnrrow region on both sides of the juncture, end w~ra
therefore not registered on Ladle I1A" (Table 5). On Ladle:
IIC Il the lmiqest gages Vi/ere mounted close to the juncture.
Nevertheless. only smaller stresses are obtained (Table 7}.
This is an indication thnt the dished bottom shape consider-
ably reduces the discontinuity stresses. as pointed out
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both experimentally and theoretically in research on th~
design of pressure vessels.
A few strain gages were mounted on the ladle
bottoms. Line 9 in Tc.bles 5 t07 refers to the gage
locatlons nearest the bottom edge shown on the top view
of the ladles in Figs. 22 to 24:. Line 10 refers to the
gages closer to the center of the bottom. High stresses,
indicating severe bending moments as well as direc~ ~ension
forces, are measured at those locations on Ladles "A and
'{B Il , especially clbser to;:-·,the bottom center (Tables 5 and 6).
On Ladle deli these stresses are very much smaller (Table 7).
AlSO, a comparison of the algebraic sum and, the algebraie
difference of the outside and inside stresses at each of
these locations on Ladle dC ii indicates that bending in
this case is less important and that the direct: tensi'le
forces are governing. This vIas predicted by the deflection
diagrams for the bottom of Ladle ·jc ,i •
The algebraic average of the corresponding stresses
nt the outs ide and inside surfaces will give the average
direct stress or membrc.ne stress for the' location and
direction in question, and will thus be a measure of the
total tensile force per unit width of material. FLg. 55
ShO'iNS the horizontal membrane stress calculated in this;
manner for a vertical cross section through Ladle ilC".
As an oversimplification, the ladle may bo regarded as a
vertically loaded deep beam. The top part of the cross
section is in compression, and the lower pQrt in tension.
The horizontal liquid pressure is carried by tension
forces in the rings. This simple picture is c~nplicated
by the discontinuity stresses at the bottom edge, which
cause compressive horizontal memorane stresses in that
region.
Tables 5 to 7 also give the magnitUde and direction
of the principal stresses at all gage points. At least
one of the two principal stresses is always equal to or
larger than either 6x or 6. The]a rgest horizont8.l and
vertical stresses are foun~, however, where thoie stresses
coincide With tho princip8.l stresses. The stress diagrams
for the lip ring and for tho outside surface at the top
and lower stiffener show the only principal stress differ-
ent from zero at these locations. Also the high stresses
in the bottom plate are either identical to or very close
to the principal stresses.
The shenr stress nt any gage point in 8Ily direct,-
ion may be calCUlated from the principal strosses by the
formula
'Ie, = Jl/2 (6) - 62) sin 2E'
where 61 and 62 are taken from Table s 5 to 7. oc is the
angle to the direction of 01' as given in Tables 5 to 7,
and e is the di~ection in which the shear stress is
sought.
Factors Affecting the. Measured Stresses.
Effect of Variable Load.
The effect of load on the stresses is inves ~.
ti~atenfor all three ladle models. The results for Ladle~A' are listed in columns c and d of Table 5, and are
shown graphicall'y in Figs. 40; and 41. A comparison of
the diasrams a and b in theso figures shows that the
horizontal surfac e st res ses are approxima tely doubled
during a dOUbling of the :toad. Table 5 shows less con-
sistency in increase of the stres ses on the shell·.
Table 6, columns d e, f and g, gives the stresses
from similar tests on Ladle fiBrI. Figs. 44 and 45 are plots
of the stresses for half and full load. The results are
similar to those obtained for Ladle dAi'. A study of the
strossos obtained In this series of four tests leaves the
impression that the measuremonts are satisfactorily con-
sistent.
Columns a, band c of Table 7, ill1d Figs. 49 and
50 present the ~esults of the tests with variable load for
Ladle "C il • Again, the general behavior is found to be as
described for Ladle liAr'.
Effect of Variable Hook Distance.
The hool{ distance is al so a test variable for all
the ladle models. For Ladle ilAIr, the results are given in
columns d and e of Table 5 and in Figs. 40 and 41. The
stresses are found to increase rather consistently with
tho hook distance at all gage locations on the rings. The
effect on the strosses in the side shell is smaller and
less consistent. The bottom stresses are very little in-
fluenced by variation of hook distance.
For Ladle IIBff, the similar test series is report-
ed in coluums f, h, i and j of TClhle 6 Qnd in Figs. 46 and
47. The reSUlts from these four tests point out a linear
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relationship between the stresses and the hook distance.
All the ring stresses agree approximo.tely with the express-
ion
s = c(hook distance + 2.25 in.)
where c is a different constant for each strain gage locat-
ion. The stresses obtained from the gages on the trunnion
assembly show a similar relationship. For the side shell
the effect is ~aaller and less consistent. The bottom
plate is practically unaffected by variation of hook
distanc(}.
Columns c, d and e in Table 7 and Figs. 49 and 50
show similar results for Lacne I'C if • The rin~ stresse's may
bo expressed in the same way as for Ladle liB. Tho bottom
stresses are practically unchanged. The stresses on the
trunnion assembly and on the shell are also approximately
linear functions of the hook distance, but the changes are
smaller than for the rings.
Ladle H B" was also tested in supports as shown
in Fig. 7. The stresses arc gi ven in Table 6, column k.
The condition essentially corresponds to the use of a
small hook distance, and the stresses fall in line wi th
those obtai ned with hook di stance as the vo.riable (Columns
f, h, i and j.)
Effoct of Structural Variables.
Under this head:l.ng may be gathered the invest-
igation of the effect of the stiffener band and of differ-
ent trunnion Widths on Ladle "All, and th8 effect of the
number of rings on Ladle il C".
The data used in plotting Figs. 42, and 43 are:
tw{en from columns a, band d in Table 5. The diagrams
show the effect of the stiffener band and the trunnion
width. As may be expected, tho stress distributions arc
different in the three cases. In goneral, however, the
wide trunnion assemblies give tho 10V'!est stresses and tho,
narrow trunnion assemblies Without the stiffener band give
the highest stresses.
The stresses on Ladle "Cit VJith both stiffeners,,.
with only the top stiffener and With neither stiffener are
listed in Table 7, columns c, k and 1, respectively. Tho
data for the rings arc plotted in Figs. 51 and 52. It is
seen that both stiffeners add to the strenEth of the ladle,
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although the effect of the lower stiffener is comparatively
small. The top stiffener seems desirable, in spite of the
heo.vy midcllc section of tho shell on this 1adle.
Effect of Tilting.
Tho effect of tiIting on the stresses in Ladlo
.I Cif is shown in columns c, f, g, hand i of Table 7 and in
Figs. 53 and 54. It should be noted thc,t tho load for
column c is somewhat sme,llar them i1full load", o.nd the
stresses are therefore not directly comparable. The results
show thst tilting of tho Indle up to aoo has no appreciable
effect, on tho stress. E'or tilting angles exceeding ao o
the load would rapidly decrease. It may therefore be con-
cluded that tilting docs not appreciably increase the
stresses, except at the local reeion where tho tilting
forco is applied.,
Effect of Distribution of Lond.
Compc:r8tivo tests 'With equal vveights of w'ater
load and mercury load were performed on Ladles .iB" (Table
6, columns a and b) nl1d on Lndle dC H (Table 7, columns a
and j). 'rhose tests YJoro primnrily of interest in planning
tho tost procedure, and Qre not called for in the test
program. The strosses obtained arc small and diffiCUlt
to compare. Still it may be concluded that the two types
of loading produce different stress distributions. ,'rhe
water load gives higher stresses in the side wall, and
the mercury load causes higher bottom stresses.
Effect of Lining.
Columns a and c in Table 6 give the'stresses for
Ladle" B" loaded with 450 Ibs. of rJater, without and with
the fire-clay lininc, respectively. Again, most of tho
stressos are so small that a comparison is diffiCUlt. It
is also 'uncortain whether a partiCUlar difference in stress
is due to the weight of the linins, or due to a changed
distribution of the loading on tho sholl because of the
prosonce of the lining. No definite conclusions as to tho
effect of the lining may be drawn frrnn those tests.
smU,1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Three ladle models, having ono-fifth the capacity
of ]50 ton net prototypes, were tested for deflections and
strains under various conditions., Ladle .lAil vvas a round
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riveted ladle, Ladle IIE iI an oval welded ladle and Ladle "en
a round welded ladle.
The following conclusions may be drawn from the
deflection tests:
1) The round 18c11e s tond to take an oval shape, and
the oval la dle be como s more oval unde r I ond.
2) Because of this behavior, the deflections increase
with the distance from the bottom of the ladles,
following a straight or slightly curved lino, ex-
cept for local trunnion effects.
3) The maximum inward deflections at 8ach level occur
along vertical lines through the trunnions. The
largest outward deflections occur along vertical
lines halfway between the trunnions. Linos 400 to
50° from vertical pIanos through the trunnions
show no horizontal deflections.
4) The flat bottoms have deflections expected of
uniformly loaded plates with partially restrained
edges. Tho dished bottom has maximrun deflection
on a circle with a dimaeter one third that of tho
outside diameter.
5) The magnitudos of the horizontal side deflections
of tho round riveted ladle and the oval welded
ladlo are approximately equal and about throe times;
the deflections of the round welded ladle with a
heavy middle section in the sholl.
6) The maximum verticai deflections of the flat cir-
cu12r and the flat oval bottom p18 tos 2.ro Ep prox-
imately equal and are six to seven times larger
than the maximum deflection of the circUlar dished
bottom.
7) Tho stiffener band on Ladle irAIl decreasos the side
deflections.
S) The 16'1 wide trunnion assemblies on Lndlo "Aft give
approximately 75% of the side deflections obtained
with the Sll assemblies. Bottom deflections aro,
reduced less.
9) For all ladlos, side deflections incrense at about
the sarno rate as the load, as do the deflections of
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tho dished bottom, whilo tho flat bottom deflect-
ions increase less rapidly.
10) Side deflections increase with the hook distance.
Bottom defloctions arc not affected by change in
hook di stc.nce •
'rho following conclusions may bo dro..wn from tho
strain tests~
1) Thostross distribution is consistent nith tho
doflections discussed abovo~ Of tho throe rings,
the lip ring is most highly strossed and tho 10Der
stiffoner is le=st stressed. On oach ring, largest
stresses generally occur at tho trunnion lino' and
halfway botwoen tho trunnions.
2) High discontinuity strossos are observed at the
juncture of tho sido and tho bottom, especially on
tho flat bottoms.
3) The dishod bottom shovvs smc.ller stressos than ob-
sorved on the flat bottoms.
4) Tho stressos in the side of tho ladlos incroase
linearly wi th the hook dist~mce, while tho bottom
stresses are practically unchanged.
5~ Tho 'Nido trunnion assemblios on Lo..dlo "Air give
slightly si11.allor strosses thnn the narrow trunnion
assemblies.
6) The stiffener b.smd on L8.dle "A,r slightly reduces.
the strosses.
7) On L2.dle ,reif, both stiffeners add to the strength
of the ladle. The top stiffenor is considorably
more effective than tho lower stiffener.
8) Tilting of a Indle-with fUll load will not apprec-
iably incroase the stresses.
'I'he to st re suI t s show an appro cinble difference
botweon tho actual structural behavior of tho ladles and
the as sumpt ions mado in pre sont de s :1gn proC'o dUros ins ofnr
as they are known to the authors~ Attempts have thorofore
boon made to dove lop a now method of analysis consistent
with tho oxporimontal data, but no final conclusions havo
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been roe.chad wi thin the time availablo on this project.
Further theoretical study of tho analysis and design
problem is therefore recommended.
